For Self Storage

A Smarter Way to
Secure Your Property

Verkada is a fully integrated hardware and software solution that strengthens
safety and simplifies security ownership. Today, our suite of connected devices
provide you with meaningful insights into the health and safety of your property.
In the future, we’ll deepen our use of machine learning to continue building
technology that protects people, places and privacy at scale.
Video Security

Sensors

Hybrid cloud cameras offer onboard
storage and edge–based processing to
reliably deliver insights in real–time.

With a collection of eight onboard sensor
readings, monitor for the health and
safety of all environments.

Verkada Guest

Alarms

Personalize the check–in experience for
all types of visitors while integrating with
cameras and access control.

Catch and respond to break–ins with
cloud–managed intrusion detection and
24/7 professional monitoring.

Verkada Command
Add ten, hundreds or thousands of devices to Command, Verkada’s cloud–based
management platform. By aggregating data across devices into a centralized
dashboard, Command provides users with a complete picture of what’s going on
across sites so teams can respond to incidents quickly and effectively.
Users can securely access Command from any browser or device, or through
Verkada’s top–rated mobile app (available on iOS and Android).
• Unlimited user seats at no additional cost
• Customizable level of site permissions
• Access to Verkada’s top–rated mobile app
• Automatic updates and new feature
• Monitor, save and share from one screen
• Unlimited cloud archiving
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For Self Storage

Why Verkada?
Real–Time Incident Response
“We can immediately detect, watch, and resolve any intrusion event as it’s happening in real-time. Regional managers
receive SMS alerts for suspicious activity with a link to time-stamped footage. If they don’t respond, our 24/7 Virtual
Guard will video verify the event through integrated cameras and dispatch the police as needed.”

Instant Video Verification and Alerts
“I was asleep when we had an incident at one of our sites. Verkada’s Virtual Guard immediately video verified the
intrusion event and dispatched the police. I woke up to a message that the intruder had been caught, and we had clear
video evidence to prove it.”

A Centralized, Integrated Platform
“Alarms are tied to camera analytics, so there’s no additional equipment I need to install - it’s simply another license to
sign up for and takes seconds to enable..”

Clear TCO and Automatic Updates
“There are no hidden costs with Verkada. The annual license is the same price as one month of drive–through visits
from the onsite security service, but Verkada is much more effective at catching and cataloging incidents, as well as
automating manual updates and guesswork.”

SCIM and SSO Integrations
“Unlimited user seats are included with our license. District Managers each have their own user accounts with personalized
permissions to manage their individual sites.”

View and Share Incidents in Minutes
“We resolve incidents in 10 minutes instead of 8 hours. The ability to view and share alarm footage across any site takes
seconds, and it’s all centrally managed from one cloud-based platform.”
Katie Cowen
Director of IT, Move It Storage
115 Sites | 98% Time Savings | 24/7 Professional Monitoring
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